sent from client to server autonomously by your products (analytical
events)

Collecting analytical events from an external source

Autonomously Generated Events
Handling Autonomously Generated
Analytical Events
Handling External Events

External sources generating analytical events with different versions
generated in response to a request
from one of your services

Reactively Generated Events

Integrating with Third-Party
Request-Response APIs

Integrating request-response APIs into event-driven workflows

Overview of an EDM with a REST API
serving content to a client

Using partition assignments to determine where
materialized state for a given key is located
Serving Real-Time Requests with
Internal State Stores
Workflow illustrating the routing of a request
to the correct instance
success-rate (calls w/o redirect) =
1/ number of instances

Simple (e.g. round robin) load balancer
Processing and Serving Stateful Data

Using the load balancer to correctly forward requests
based on consumer group ownership and partitioner
logic

Smart load balancer

No need to redirect!

All state is available for all instances
Consumer group rebalances don't
need to rematerialize the internal
state in the new instance

Serving Real-Time Requests with
External State Stores
Serving requests via the materializing event-driven microservice

An all-in-one microservice serving from external state
store; note that either instance could serve the
request

Serving requests via a separate microservice

A microservice composed of separate executables—one
for serving requests, the other for processing event
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Handling requests directly versus turning them into events first
Response time for UI should be < 100ms

Workflow for populating a newspaper, with gating
based on approval by editor and advertiser

Handling Requests Within an EventDriven Workflow
Processing Events for User Interfaces

Newspaper design and approval workflow as microservices

Independent advertiser and editor approval services

Three main approaches to organizing products and teams for
customer-facing content
The most expensive
Microservice backend approach
Depends heavily on an aggregation layer
product-focused microservices

independently owned by a single team
Composition-Based Microservices

Microfrontend approach

Benefits of Microfrontends

Easy Alignment to Business
Requirements
Potentially Inconsistent UI Elements and Styling

Drawbacks of Microfrontends

Varying Microfrontend Performance

Experiences search and review application, GUI mockup
version 1 with monolithic frontend
Micro-Frontends in RequestResponse Applications

Example: Experience Search and
Review Application

Experiences search and review application, GUI mockup
version 2 with microfrontends

The flexibility of microfrontends paired with backend eventdriven micro- services

These two microservices are treated
as a single COMPOSITE SERVICE

They reside within the same code
repository and are tested, built, and
deployed together

